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knowledge﻿from﻿Big﻿Data.﻿Due﻿ to﻿ the﻿rapid﻿growth﻿ in﻿published﻿medical﻿ research,﻿ the﻿ability﻿of﻿
medical﻿practitioners﻿ to﻿keep﻿up﻿with﻿ research﻿developments﻿has﻿become﻿a﻿persistent﻿ challenge.﻿
Despite﻿ this﻿ challenge,﻿ using﻿ data-driven﻿ artificial﻿ intelligence﻿ to﻿ process﻿ large﻿ amounts﻿ of﻿ data﻿
can﻿overcome﻿ this﻿ difficulty.﻿ This﻿ research﻿ summarizes﻿ cognitive﻿ computing﻿methodologies﻿ and﻿
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and﻿using﻿ these﻿models﻿ to﻿help﻿ improve﻿ the﻿quality﻿of﻿health-care.﻿Furthermore,﻿we﻿explore﻿ the﻿
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(IoT)﻿networks﻿ in﻿cloud﻿computing﻿contexts,﻿and﻿ the﻿application﻿of﻿ soft﻿computing﻿ to﻿Big﻿Data,﻿
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(Gupta,﻿ Agrawal,﻿ Yamaguchi,﻿ Sheng﻿ 2018).﻿ Cognitive-based﻿ information﻿ retrieval﻿ systems﻿ will﻿
need﻿to﻿leverage﻿text﻿mining﻿for﻿bibliometric﻿analysis﻿to﻿extract﻿geographic,﻿author﻿collaborations,﻿





Figure 1. Interdisciplinary problems require interdisciplinary solutions
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Figure 2. Implementation of Babylon Health being used
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Figure 3. Various domains of data available with public licensing from Data.gov
Figure 4. Result of a basic medical query in Data.gov public data repository
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constructed.﻿ In﻿ this﻿ experiment,﻿we﻿ take﻿ the﻿ existing﻿model﻿ that﻿we﻿constructed﻿ for﻿ the﻿medical﻿
information﻿discussed,﻿and﻿enhance﻿it﻿using﻿enrichments.﻿All﻿of﻿the﻿documentation﻿for﻿working﻿with﻿
enrichments﻿including﻿entity,﻿keyword,﻿and﻿concepts﻿can﻿be﻿found﻿in﻿the﻿IBM﻿Cloud﻿documentation﻿



















Figure 5. An example of enrichment extraction performed
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of﻿keywords,﻿ the﻿goal﻿was﻿ to﻿see﻿how﻿this﻿model﻿would﻿perform﻿on﻿ its﻿own﻿when﻿ tagging﻿ these﻿
Table 1. Description of potential attributes calculated from extracted entities
Attribute name Data type Necessity Description
Sentiment Boolean Optional Performs﻿sentiment﻿analysis﻿
on﻿the﻿extracted﻿entity﻿in﻿its﻿
surrounding﻿context




Limit Integer Optional Sets﻿a﻿maximum﻿number﻿of﻿
entities﻿to﻿extract﻿from﻿the﻿
document.﻿Defaults﻿to﻿50.
Mentions Boolean Optional Number﻿of﻿occurrences﻿of﻿
this﻿entity﻿in﻿the﻿document.﻿
Defaults﻿to﻿False.








Sentence﻿location Boolean Optional Stores﻿sentence﻿location﻿
for﻿each﻿entity.﻿Defaults﻿to﻿
False.
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Figure 6. DBpedia library being linked to the model for concept enrichment
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a﻿set﻿of﻿radiological﻿ images﻿as﻿cancerous﻿or﻿not.﻿The﻿correct﻿classifications﻿ in﻿ this﻿case﻿are﻿well﻿
known,﻿and﻿it﻿ is﻿fairly﻿easy﻿to﻿train﻿a﻿model﻿with﻿data.﻿However,﻿the﻿true﻿challenge﻿comes﻿when﻿
solving﻿problems﻿where﻿critical﻿thinking﻿is﻿involved﻿and﻿also﻿with﻿problems﻿that﻿go﻿beyond﻿human﻿
Figure 7. Results after entity enrichments in JSON format
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Figure 8. Results for the query “genes” involved in “type 1 diabetes” in our system
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